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Abstract

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a type of primary liver cancer which can potentially
lead to the subject’s death. The subject usually experiences the symptoms when the
HCC has grown significantly and needs advanced treatment such as surgery and extensive
chemotherapy. Thus it would be beneficial to classify subjects at risk of developing HCC
based on non-invasive CT scans. In this work, we propose a novel method for pre-cancer
stage classification. To our knowledge, we are the first to propose a Deep Learning based
method to classify pre-cancer subjects based on CT images. Our hypothesis is that the
subjects at risk of developing HCC may have grown different scales/levels of visual cues
on the CT scans. We propose a scale-aware method to facilitate the prediction of a free of
HCC subject to develop HCC without additional annotation cost. We show the efficacy of
our method on a dataset of 60 subjects1.

Keywords: Hepatocellular carcinoma, liver cancer, Deep Learning, HCC prognosis, early
detection, multi-instance learning

1. Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common form of primary liver cancer(Nam
et al., 2020) and it is becoming an increasingly prevalent cause of cancer-related death(Rawla
et al., 2018). During the early stages of HCC, the subject might be asymptomatic(Ayuso
et al., 2018). The diagnosis of HCC usually occurs at a more advanced stage(Sun and Sarna,
2008) which needs more complex therapies while the survival expectancy is significantly
reduced(Sun and Sarna, 2008). Early screening of HCC in a clinical setting can lead to
more effective therapies and better preservation of the liver function(Sun and Sarna, 2008).

1. https://github.com/ananyajana/pre_hcc_classification
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Figure 1(a)
Figure 1(b)

Figure 1: (a)Examples of the Normal, HCC, and pre-HCC CT scans. The red and yellow rectangles
mark the cancer and pre-cancer regions respectively. (b) Examples of a preHCC CT scan(left) and
later HCC diagnosis CT scan(right) of the same subject. The green oval marks the region where
HCC developed.

While biopsy, MRI, and other imaging modalities may provide more information for HCC,
CT is a comparatively cheaper, and non-invasive imaging modality. Therefore, it is of
great value to identify subjects at risk of developing HCC from CT images. The advent
of deep learning methods that automatically extract features has resulted in their recent
application to many studies on liver cancer and HCC. Examples include liver cancer/tumor
classification(and/or segmentation) from CT, MR, and Ultrasonography data (Christ et al.,
2016; Nayak et al., 2019; Christ et al., 2017; Vorontsov et al., 2017; Ghoniem, 2020; Mitrea
et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2020), follow-up studies(Vivanti et al., 2017; Morshid et al., 2019)
etc. The study of CT subject scans who were later on diagnosed with HCC is less explored
with Deep Learning. In this work, we try to address this question as follows- Given a CT
scan of a subject free of HCC can we identify if the subject is at risk of developing HCC
in the future? We formulate this problem as a multi-instance learning problem. This is
consistent with how a medical professional examines each of the 2D slices of a subject’s 3D
liver volume and then decides if the subject is healthy or has HCC. We will use a term
pre-HCC for the subjects suspected of HCC who didn’t have HCC diagnosis on the CT
scan. These subjects were later diagnosed with HCC. The pre-HCC scans may have grown
different scales/resolutions of early signs or visual cues(e.g. textural changes) depending
on how far they are from the HCC diagnosis. Recently scale aware networks(Zhang et al.,
2021) have been shown to facilitate self-supervision in medical data. Consequently, we
enable our method to learn and use these scale changes better by introducing a scale-aware
module in the framework of multi-instance learning(MIL). We utilize self-supervision in the
scale-aware auxiliary task and thus require no additional annotation .
Contrastive learning methods are a great way for learning representations in a fully self-

supervised manner, but they may focus more on the macro details like structure and objects
instead of the minute details, as can be seen from the way the positive and negative pairs
are built(Chaitanya et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2021; Taleb et al., 2020). And the minute
details hold the key to many interesting discoveries in the medical domain, especially when
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Figure 2: Subjects distribution across the classes(left). Exploring the pre-HCC group more in
detail: the time-gap in years between the CT scan and actual HCC diagnosis of the pre-HCC
Subjects in our dataset(right).

we consider disease prognosis. From the perspective of contrastive learning, an image and
its blurred version may form a positive pair whose representation is similar, but in our
application, slight textural changes may mean an entirely different class. Moreover, to
focus on only the liver region, we segment out the liver, so there might not be too many
structural cues for contrastive learning methods to learn from, unlike the whole axial slice
where multiple organs are present and provide a rich structural signal. Thus we choose
a scale-aware method for improved self-supervision for this task which in turn makes our
proposed method achieve better performance. In summary, our main contributions are:
(1) Formulation of a classification problem for identifying subjects at risk of developing
HCC. (2) Introduction of a novel Scale-Aware Multi-Instance Learning method for this
task, and (3) Demonstration that our method can achieve superior performance on this
problem compared to other existing multi-instance learning methods.

2. Problem Formulation

In this work, we formulate the problem at hand as a classification problem into 3 separate
classes - Normal subjects who do not have any liver disease, HCC subjects who are already
diagnosed with HCC, and pre-HCC subjects who didn’t have a HCC diagnosis at the time
of the CT scan that we will use, but were diagnosed with HCC at a later point of time. The
rationale of such a problem formulation is as follows: (1) it is much easier to get cancer or
normal liver score for the entire CT scan rather than actually annotating the cancer region
in the entire liver volume of individual subjects, (2) The Normal and HCC (Liver Cancer)
scans can still be simpler to annotate compared to the pre-HCC. The pre-HCC subjects
pose a challenge for any kind of manual annotation, as we can see from Fig.1(b). The
time-gap between the CT scan and actual HCC diagnosis varies widely for the pre-HCC
subjects, as can be seen from Fig.2(b), making such an annotation difficult.

3. Methods

In this section, we introduce our Scale-Aware Multi-Instance Learning method. Our pro-
posed method has two steps: (1) Data preprocessing and (2) Classification of Normal,
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pre-HCC and HCC subjects using a scale-aware network.

3.1. Data Preprocessing

Our data consists of 60 subjects. The subjects distribution is shown in Fig. 2.(a). The 3D
CT volume of a subject consists of raw CT slices. We perform Hounsfield windowing on
these slices with the range [−200, 250] followed by normalization in the range [0, 1].

3.1.1. 2D liver segmentation (CT data)

The raw CT scans are 3D volumetric data. As we only focus on the liver part in the CT
images, we perform 2D liver segmentation to extract liver regions before the classification
tasks. All other pixels are set to zero to avoid the negative effect of other organs. We use
UNet(Ronneberger et al., 2015) as the segmentation model. The segmentation model is
first pretrained on the LiTS(Bilic et al., 2019) dataset. We used this dataset as the images
are of similar nature as our dataset. For training the segmentation network on LiTS data,
we treated the labels as two class i.e. we treat both the tumor and liver as a single class.
Then we annotate the 2D slices of 7 subjects liver volumes in our dataset and fine-tune the
segmentation model with the annotated images, utilizing transfer learning. We made a train
test split on the annotated liver dataset. The dice score of the segmentation network was
0.9670 on the test liver dataset. After liver segmentation, the slices with an average pixel
value below a threshold (5 in our experiments) are discarded [similar to the preprocessing
step used by (Jana et al., 2020) for liver Fibrosis classification]. This ensures that slices
containing very small liver portions and those slices which do not contain liver portions at
all are discarded.

3.2. Scale-Aware Learning

To encourage the network to learn the scale information better, we take twofold measures
- first, we introduce the different resolutions of the input image instead of just a single res-
olution. This enables the network to learn from the rich multi-scale information. Secondly,
we add a scale-aware auxiliary module. Our multi-scale image generator creates 3 different
scales or resolutions in the following way - the highest resolution image is generated as
224x224 crops of the original 512x512 image, the next resolution is obtained by resizing the
512x512 images to 224x224, and the third resolution is generated by resizing the 224x224
image further to 112x112 and then resizing back to 224x224 using cubic interpolation. An-
other interesting aspect of this type of multi-scale input is that the lowest two resolutions
are actually two different views of the same image at different resolutions. This forces the
network to focus on the textural differences between these two images. We want even slight
changes in texture and scale to be detected by the network and be treated separately. Hence
to push these representations of the same image further, we label these representations as 3
different scale labels and introduce a scale-aware module in our MIL framework. The scale
aware module is trained jointly with the original network to classify the 3 different scale
labels. The 2D slice-wise training makes our network more robust in detecting changes in
texture/scale which helps in turn in the final classification task. This scale-aware module
is fully self-supervised i.e., no additional annotations are required. The challenge of this
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Figure 3: pre-HCC classification: Multi-Scale images are generated from the liver volume, and the
feature extractor generates the features from these 2D slices while the scale-aware module jointly
predicts the scale labels. The final classifier uses the features to predict a final class label.

classification task comes from the fact that based on different time-gaps the pre-HCC CT
scans could look closely similar to the Normal or the HCC, with only distinguishing factor
being some very subtle visual cues. These cues are not as strong as anatomical structures
which is where contrastive learning based methods seem to focus.

3.3. Classification Network

The network architecture of the classification is shown in Fig.3. It consists of the feature
extractor, a scale-aware module and a final classifier. The feature extractor consists of
pretrained ResNet-18(He et al., 2016) and extracts local features for each individual 2D
slice. As we want subject-wise score predictions, the first two fully-connected (fc) layers
process the local features, and then the average pooling layer obtains the global feature for
each subject from local features. This global feature is used for prediction through the last
fc layer. The cross-entropy loss is adopted to train the classification network. To facilitate
the network in understanding the different gradations of changes in the liver images, we add
a lightweight scale classification task with each encoder. The scale aware module consists
of multiple linear layers. The lightweight nature of the scale-aware module helps to avoid
over-fitting. The scale-aware module is only for the training phase and helps the model
learn multi-level local representations through multi-scale inputs. In the final or test phase,
the scale aware module is not used.

3.4. Objective Function

Let N, F and A denote the classification network, the feature extractor and the auxiliary
scale-aware module respectively. The ith subject is denoted with pi and the class (i.e.
Normal/pre-HCC/HCC) as ci. The subject pi has multiple 2D slices. The kth 2D slice
is denoted by xk and its scale label as yk. Then the loss function of the network can be
expressed in the following way:

Loss =
∑

pi,ci∈P
[LCE(N(pi), ci) + α

∑
xk,yk∈pi

LCE(A(F (xk)), yk)] (1)
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Here α is the weight associated with the loss of the auxiliary module and LCE is the cross
entropy loss.

Method AUC
AttnMIL. (Ilse et al., 2018) 69.51±6.96

Gated AttnMIL. (Ilse et al., 2018) 69.64±4.58
Loss AttnMIL. (Shi et al., 2020) 66.29±7.02

Resnet+Avg Pool (Jana et al., 2020) 72.24±2.46
Scale Aware MIL(Ours) 77.43±1.74

Table 1: Mean AUC values of classification using
different methods (Three-fold cross validation, average
of 10 repeated experiments). Figure 4: AUC values and 95% confidence

intervals for different folds

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset Evaluation Metrics

The dataset used in our experiments consists of 60 CT volumes with one CT volume per
subject. There are 25, 22 and 13 subjects in the categories Normal, pre-HCC and HCC
respectively as shown in Fig.2(a). This type of data is usually difficult to acquire as it needs
longitudinal observation of the subjects. Only when a subject is diagnosed with HCC,
the scans of that subject taken at previous time points are considered pre-HCC. There is
no overlap of subjects among these three categories. All data are private and shared by
RWJ Medical School after being de-identified and IRB approval. We perform 3-fold cross-
validation in all experiments. Area Under ROC Curve(AUC) is used as the performance
metric of the models. We also calculate the 95 % confidence interval for AUC.

4.2. Implementation Details

We implement our method using the PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) library. In the training
phase, we utilize ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) pretrained ResNet-18 without fc layer as the
feature extractor. The network is fully trainable, enabling it to learn lower-level details,
which helps in understanding the subtle variations in scale and texture.

For all experiments, we train models with the Adam optimizer and cross-entropy loss
for 30 epochs. The learning rate, batch size, weight decay and alpha to be 0.0001, 4, 0.01
and 1.0 respectively. The best model of the 30 epochs is selected for testing. The batch size
4 here means that at a time the network is trained with all the 2D slices from 4 subjects.

4.3. Results

4.3.1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

We compare our method with three state-of-the-art multi-instance learning methods (Ilse
et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2020). The results are shown in Table 1. Our results outperform all
the methods. We show the performance of the models on each of the three folds in Fig. 4
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Method Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 SA Module Pre-trained Average AUC

Ablation1 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 67.34±2.15
Ablation2 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ 72.24±2.46
Ablation3 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 68.32±1.38
Ablation4 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ 68.07 ±2.36
Ablation5 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 69.29±2.13
Ablation6 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ 73.84±1.7
Ablation7 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 68.8±2.25
Ablation8 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 73.38±2.27
Ablation9 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 72±1.45
Ablation10 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ 76.47±1.6
Ablation11 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 71.86±1.19

Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 77.43±1.74

Table 2: Ablation Study. Best results are shown in bold and second-best results in underline.

Method AUC

Resnet + AvgPool(pred 178) 79.48±2.74
Resnet + AvgPool + Multi-scale input 79.63±2.62

Scale-Aware MIL(ours) 84.09±1.36

Table 3: Mean AUC values of Normal Vs pre-HCC prediction using different methods (Three-fold
cross-validation, average of 10 repeated experiments).

Compared to the other methods, our method has more discriminative power of different
scales and therefore achieves much better performance. Previous works already mentioned
are more generic in nature and as a result they may not leverage the disease-specific features
to the best possible extent. The generic MIL approaches perform worse in this problem is
because their main focus is to improve the aggregation of the local features from individual
2D slices. But in this problem, due to the transitional nature of the features in the pre-
HCC category, more attention needs to be placed on the simultaneous strengthening the
encoders. This is exactly what our method does which leads to a significant increase in the
performance.

4.3.2. Ablation Study

We performed extensive ablation studies to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. The results are shown in Table 2. It can be observed that the introduction of
scale-aware self-supervised auxiliary training, and the multi-scale/resolution inputs all have
positive effects on the classification performance. Without the multi-scale inputs and scale
aware module, the results (Ablation2) are worse compared with those leveraging multi-scale
learning. For fair comparison all our models have the same backbone - ImageNet pretrained
ResNet-18. We also try our method on the two class classification of Normal Vs. Pre-HCC
subjects. We find that our method improves the performance significantly for the two class
problem as well and is shown in Table 3.
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5. Discussion and Future Directions

Our proposed method incorporates self-supervised scale-awareness in the framework of
multi-instance learning. Our encouraging results lead to the realization that the tradi-
tional operations(e.g. resizing, resampling) on natural images may not be quite suitable all
the time for medical images and could lead to dropping out or tampering the disease cues
in the transitional phase. Applying Deep Learning for disease classification/segmentation
to predict disease prognosis need a suitable processing of the image data and the design of
self-supervision. We want the models to learn meaningful representations while removing
noise and diverse multi scale representations of the same image are needed. At the same
time we do not want the models to treat valid cues as noise by treating two medically
different cases as the same. How we preserve the subtle cues and yet learn powerful repre-
sentations is one of the open challenges. HCC can still be thought of as a simpler problem
because the cues may still form an irregular local group though not as prominent as the
fully grown HCC tumor cues. But there are liver diseases where textural cues can give
more information e.g. liver Fibrosis and the performance of Deep Learning methods there
is still moderate(Jana et al., 2021). Future directions stemming from this work leads to the
questions like can super-resolution rather than resizing be a solution and if so, how do we
deal with the associated computational challenges.

6. Conclusion

In this work we proposed a scale-aware multi-instance learning method to predict whether
a subject has healthy liver or has HCC or is at the risk of developing HCC in the future.
Our method can help screen the subjects at risk of developing HCC early and therefore
increasing the chances of survival of the subject. The scale-aware nature of our method
helps in achieving this by paying attention to the subtle changes in the liver which might
be otherwise imperceptible to the normal human vision. This work can serve as a starting
point where we formulate a much complex problem of HCC prognosis as a classification
problem and obtain interesting results and insights with our novel method.
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Figure 1(a) Figure 1(b) Figure 1(c)

Figure 5: Examples of the different scales from the same 2D slice

We show the sample images of the three scales from a 2D slice in Fig. 5.

Appendix A. Additional Implementation Details

Our baseline multi-instance learning network architecture is similar to the network archi-
tecture proposed by (Jana et al., 2020) et. al for Fibrosis classification on CT data. There
are two reasons behind choosing such a baseline architecture - there is no existing baseline
for classifying pre-hcc subjects based on CT images. Logically a good starting point would
be to pick up the network architecture for another liver disease classification. Besides,
Liver Fibrosis disease involves subtle alterations in liver texture which holds true in case of
pre-HCC as well. The liver Fibrosis classification network is also a multi instance learning
architecture and our classification problem also needed a multi instance learning framework.

As our dataset is small, we chose to perform k fold cross validation method. Our 3 fold
cross validation was performed in the following way - the 60 subjects were shuffled and then
split into 3 equal sized groups. We name these groups as split 1, split 2 and split 3. In Fold
1 experiments, the split 1 is used as the test set and split 2 and 3 are used for training. In
fold 2, the split 2 is used for test and split 1 and split 3 are used for training. In Fold 3,
the split 3 is used as a test set and split 1 and 2 are used for training. The experiments on
these three folds are performed separately. The three fold cross validation ensures that the
effect of any bias is discarded. We calculate the mean AUC value of an experiment as an
average of the fold-wise AUCs. Since our dataset is small we run our experiment 10 times
and then take the average of the mean AUC. We report this result in our paper. Out of the
30 epochs, we choose the epoch with the best AUC.
ResNet-18 is the backbone for all the methods including the other multi instance learn-
ing(MIL) methods. Implementations of the other models are provided in the code reposi-
tory provided. The other methods are trained on the same dataset and in similar way.
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Method AUC

AttnMIL. (Ilse et al., 2018) 69.51±6.96
AttnMIL. (Ilse et al., 2018)+M 70.64±3.25
AttnMIL. (Ilse et al., 2018)+SA 72.4±3.31

Gated AttnMIL. (Ilse et al., 2018) 69.64±4.58
Gated AttnMIL. (Ilse et al., 2018)+M 72.05±3.89
Gated AttnMIL. (Ilse et al., 2018)+SA 74.76±2.42

Loss AttnMIL. (Shi et al., 2020) 66.29±7.02
Loss AttnMIL. (Shi et al., 2020)+M 66.14±5.91
Loss AttnMIL. (Shi et al., 2020)+SA 68.19±6.18

Resnet + Avg Pool 72.24±2.46
Scale Aware MIL(Ours) 77.43±1.74

Table 4: Mean AUC values of classification using different methods (Three-fold cross validation,
average of 10 repeated experiments).

Appendix B. Additional Ablation Study

In this section we provide the results of our extensive experimentation. We add the multi
scale input(M) and Scale Aware(SA) modules to the other methods as well. The results
are provided in Table 4. As we can see, the attention mechanism in general did not give a
good performance in our classification problem. We suspect this is due to the fact that our
dataset is size is small and it is not sufficient for the attention mechanism to learn good
weights. But we can notice that even with the other methods, our proposed SA module
achieves better performance.

We also performed additional 5 ablation study as shown in Table 5. For the sake of
completeness, we extend the Table 2 by adding the additional ablation results and present
that as Table 5.
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Method Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 SA Module Pre-trained Average AUC

Ablation1 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 67.34±2.15
Ablation2 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ 72.24±2.46
Ablation3 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 68.32±1.38
Ablation4 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ 68.07 ±2.36
Ablation5 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 69.29±2.13
Ablation6 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ 73.84±1.7
Ablation7 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 68.8±2.25
Ablation8 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 73.38±2.27
Ablation9 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 72±1.45
Ablation10 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ 76.47±1.6

Ablation11(new) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 71.86±1.19
Ablation12 (new) ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 76.98±1.41
Ablation13 (new ) ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ 75.42±1.35
Ablation14 (new) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ 69.07±2.6
Ablation15 (new) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 74.24±2
Ablation16 (new) ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ 72.21±1.91

Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 77.43±1.74

Table 5: Ablation Study. Best results are shown in bold and second-best results in underline.
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Method AUC

Resnet + AvgPool (pred 179) 65.2±6.96
Resnet + AvgPool + Multi-scale input 62.64±6.4

Scale-Aware MIL(ours) 67.96±3.34

Table 6: Mean AUC values of HCC Vs pre-HCC prediction using different methods (Three-fold
cross-validation, average of 10 repeated experiments).

Method AUC

Resnet + AvgPool 81.05±4.31
Resnet + AvgPool + Multi-scale input 91.5±2.36

Scale-Aware MIL(ours) 95.66±2.39

Table 7: Mean AUC values of Normal Vs HCC prediction using different methods (Three-fold
cross-validation, average of 10 repeated experiments).

Appendix C. Additional Two class classification experiments

We perform two two class classification experiments on the Normal Vs preHCC and pre-
HCC Vs HCC. The results are given in the tables Table 7, Table 6. Our experiments
show that of all the classification problems, preHCC Vs HCC is the hardest classification
problem. this can partly be attributed to the preHCC subjects distribution in our dataset.
We have more preHCC subjects with the time-gap 0-5 years and it is likely that these
subjects have early visual cues of cancer which causes confusion to the network. This gives
a possibility to be able to screen preHCC subjects with that time-gap. Determining the
exact time-gap suitable for screening subjects at risk would require exploring this prob-
lem with larger datasets. But our work shows the possibility and serves as a starting point
for Deep Learning based methods for screening subjects at risk of HCC based on CT images.
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Figure 6(a) Figure 6(b)

Figure 6: (a)Distribution of the (a) scan years and (b) subject age among the different groups -
normal , pre-hcc an dhcc

Group Female Male

Normal 18 7
pre-HCC 9 13
HCC 5 8

Table 8: Number of Female and Male subjects in the different groups - normal, pre-hcc and hcc

Appendix D. Additional Details about the Dataset

In this section we provide the scan years of the subjects across the different classesof subjects
- normal, preHCC and HCC in Figure 6. The scans are taken between 2004 and 2019 and
maximum scans are taken between the years 2016 and 2019 across the multiple groups. We
also show the distribution of the subject ages among the multiple groups. Moreover, we
show the distribution of gender among these groups Table 8.
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